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Download... . The 2012 Hong Kong comedy Girl$ (also known as Girls in Distress or simply Girl) is the second collaboration
between Hong Kong actor and director Kenneth Bi, and actress Leslie Cheung. The film is the story of two school mates
who lost contact and become business partners. When they try to reconnect with their respective partners they have been
in prison, they are forced to work together to find the woman who has stolen their money and reunited with their friends.
The story of this film is based on a true incident that happened to actress Betty Ting Wai-wai, in which she befriended
some ex-convicts, and then was kidnapped by them. Stuntman Lam Kai Ho was credited for his involvement. Plot
Professional boxer Jacky Cheung (Leslie Cheung) and trash collector Ding Ying (Kenneth Bi) lead a vagrant life. They meet
a beautiful nymphomaniac named Candy (Betty Ting), who has an interesting personality. The two thieves then go to work
for her, while Jacky helps to deal with the issues faced by the woman. His relationship with her has a romantic side, but a
rational side exists as well. Cast Leslie Cheung as Jacky Kenneth Bi as Ding Ying Betty Ting as Candy Aaron Kwok as Tong
Herman Yau as the guest of Tong Shark (Himself) as a security guard Steve Yung as a security guard Chan Hung-lit as
crime boss Lam Kai-ho as a policeman Yuen Cheung-Yan as the judge Cheng Yuet-chi as Mr. Chan, Candy's father Cheng
Yuen-chi as Maria, the owner of the bakery Wilson Tsui as the owner of the bakery Anita Yuen as a robber Wu Dang-long as
a robber Guan Ping-chun as a robber Tong Chi-hung as the robber Tong Chi-hung as the robber Music "Fire In The Sky (歌调
小孩子)" – Leslie Cheung and Bonnie Loo "Girl" – Leslie Cheung and Bonnie Loo Release Girl$ was released on 18 November
2011, and grossed HK$14,319,917 at the Hong Kong box office. See also Leslie Cheung filmography List of Hong Kong
films References External links
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